
 
No. BPS/BDPA(I)/ LM-TN/2021                                   dated 22

nd
 February 2021 

To, 

Shri Anshu Prakash, 

Secretary, 

Department of Telecom, 

20, Sanchar Bhavan, 

New Delhi-110001 

 

Sub: - Wrong recovery of last pay drawn from Telecom Mechanics placed in the cadre 

of Line Man before absorption as TM in the sanctioned vacancies. 

Ref: -(1) DOT ND letter No 1-42/MPP-98(Pt.) dated 31.12.1998 

                                      (2) DOT ND letter No 1-42/MPP-98 dated 23.04.1999 

                                      (3) CGMT TN Circle, Chennai Letter No. EST/30-487/2002 

dated 18.11.2002 

                                      (4) Circle Secretary, BDPA(I) Tamilnadu Circle, Vellore Letter 

No. BDPA(I)/TN/CHTD dated 21.12.2020 

 

Respected Sir, 

                                 With due respect and with reference to the above subject, we 

would like to draw your kind attention to our Tamilnadu Circle Secretary letter No:  

BDPA(I)/TN/CHTD dated 21.12.2020 wherein he has requested to to  consider 

Placement of officials qualified and trained for Phone Mechanic but not absorbed as 

Phone Mechanic in the pay scale of Linemen and issued orders as per reference No.1 

for  absorption of regular mazdoor and other group D officials whose pay scale are 

lower than that of Linemen in the cadre of PHONE MECHANIC  on temporary basis 

by upgrading their posts as an interim measure till such time vacant post is available for 

their appointment in the cadre of Phone Mechanic. 

 

Your office has already issued another order vide reference no.2 above and deleted para 

no. 4 of your earlier order no.1-42/MPP-98(pt) dated 31.12.1998 and removed the 

clause of recovery on the basis that duties performed by RMs and Group are same as 

with the fixation of pay under upgraded post. 

 

In spite of clear orders issued by your honour, CGMT Chennai had misinterpreted the 

contents of above referred orders and issued recovery orders (as per reference No. 3) of 

all such officials who were placed in upgraded post by granting notional fixation from 

10.02.2002 only. This order of CGM, Tamilnadu Circle, Chennai is without any basis / 

or logic or statutory rules on the subject. 

 

Our circle Secretary had represented this case in logical manner as per reference No.4   

and requested your honour to re-examine the case and issue appropriate orders to CGM, 

TN circle to refix their pay and allow all necessary pay and pensionary benefits 

restoring their original LPD from retrospective effect at the earliest. 

 

With kind regards 

Yours Sincerely                                                                                   +Encl: - As stated 



 

 

(D.D. MISTRY) 

Secretary BSNL/PSU 

Bharat Pension Samaj 

 

Copy for information and necessary action to: 

1. The CGMT, TN Circle, Chennai 

2. Circle Secretary, TN Circle, Vellore 

3. S.G. BPS New Delhi 

 

 

 

 

 


